
This month’s activities all have Paleontology & Archaeology at their centre! 

With the launch of our new game Dino Age Journey, we bring you this prehistoric earth 
science themed activity pack. Go on a dino adventure and learn about beasts of the past!

Look Language  Learn

In this activity pack you will find...

Awesome Volcano
Make your very own erupting volcano. Enough to make the dinosaurs shudder!

Salt Dough Dino Fossils
Create your own dino fossils at home!

Pasta Skeletons
Make 3D dino skeletons. What dinosaur will you make?

Activities with

Share your pictures with us on social media @learnwithojo
www.learnwithojo.com

All the characters in 
this activity pack are 

from the OjO Dino Age 
Journey game 

available exclusively on 
the OjO website!

“Two of my three grandsons are or have been ardent dinosaur fans, my youngest is still 
very much involved in the world of all things dinosaur related and he has loved playing 
the Dino Age Journey game.  (Often triumphing over his grandma)!

So what better way than to celebrate our Dino Age Journey Game than building our own 
volcano, that should make these amazing creatures feel right at home.”

Christine, OjO Educator 



Activity 1 / one / Awesome Volcano
This is an amazing volcano to make, it is worth taking your time and making a really 
good job as, as the title says, it is ‘awesome’!

We used salt dough and sand dough to make our volcano but you can use just salt 
dough if you prefer. I think you get a better e�ect and texture if you use both but it’s 
your choice.  Both doughs are easy to make and children need little help to be 
successful.

You will need:
For the Salt Dough**:
3 cups plain four
1 cup of salt
1 cup of water
2 tablespoons of vegetable oil

For the Sand Dough:
2 cups of plain flour
1 cup of sand
1 cup of salt
1/2 cup of water
2 tablespoons of vegetable oil

For the Lava:
1/3 cup of baking soda
1 tablespoon of washing up liquid
Red and / or orange food colouring
1/2 cup warm water 
I cup of white vinegar

Other things you need:
-Bottle with a narrow opening 
(please try and use glass rather than 
plastic, think of the environment)
-Baking tray 
-Mixing jug

Optional:
-Paint if you want to decorate your volcano. 
-We added some black to our salt dough only, you do have to use quite a lot! We left  our sand 
dough natural but you can of course add in some colouring to this as well if you wish.
** If you only plan to use salt dough, double the quantity.
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Activity 1 / one / Awesome Volcano - Part 2
How to play:

1. Measure out all the ingredients for the salt dough in a bowl  and mix thoroughly. Start o� mixing with a 
large spoon but you will probably have to go in with your hands to get it nicely mixed. It doesn’t matter if 
you don’t have an evenly coloured dough, in fact it looks more e�ective, especially if you plan on leaving 
it unpainted, if you have a mottled e�ect in your dough.  This needs to be a firm dough so it can be 
moulded around the bottle but you can add a little more water if it’s not coming together as you want. 
Just add little bits until you get the right texture and consistency.

2. Repeat the procedure above but for the sand dough, if you are going to use it.

3. Place your bottle in the centre of the large baking (cookie) sheet.

4. Mould the dough around the bottle, alternating salt and sand dough as you go, to build up a classic 
cone volcano shape around the bottle. Make sure the opening into the bottle remains clear of dough, this 
is where we will add the lava!

5. If you wish you can use a pencil or a fork to carve in a few paths or ravines  for the lava to trickle 
through and follow.

6. It’s a good idea to leave your volcano to dry out a bit before you use it, although if you can’t wait you 
can use it straight away, it just won’t last as long.

7. To make your volcano erupt,  add 1/3 cup of baking soda into your magma chamber (the bottle)!
In a jug mix your chosen food colouring or paint with the washing up liquid, add 1/2 cup of warm water.
Measure 1/2 to 1 cup of vinegar (depending on the size of your bottle).

8. Pour the jug of water, paint and washing up liquid into the magma chamber and when you’re ready for 
the action pour in the vinegar and watch the eruption!

With a bit of clean up, you can do all over again, impress all you family and friends with 
your Awesome Volcano! The longer you leave the volcano to dry, the better you chances 
of a reuse. 
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Activity 2 / two / Salt Dough Dino Fossils
As we were making salt dough for our volcano I thought it would be good to use some of 
the dough to make some dinosaur fossils too. Either double up the recipe and keep 
some aside (wrap well to prevent it drying out) or make some up from scratch if you 
don’t plan on making the volcano, although I strongly encourage you to have a go as it 
is fab and your children will love it. Kids love squidgy squashy activities!

You will need:

Salt dough (see recipe in Awesome Volcano activity) 
Small dinosaur toys
Cutting board or tray
Circular Cookie cutters
Brown food colouring (or green and red to make brown)
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How to play:

1. Make the dough

2. Roll the dough out to a thickness of about 2 - 3 cms on the cutting board

3. Cut out circles of dough with a cookie cutter (if you don’t have any cookie cutters you can use a glass to 
stamp out some circle, this should be done by an adult, not a child

4. Press your chosen  dinosaurs into the circles of dough and carefully remove them to leave a nice clean 
imprint

5. You can either let your fossils air dry or bake them in a low oven, on a baking sheet for a couple of hours

Extra Learning!

Older children can paint the dinosaur impressions once they are dried out if this wish. You can also make 
imprints of the feet instead of using the body! 

Fossils are amazing, the kind of fossil you have just made  is called a ‘mold fossil’, that’s because the 
sediment (the dough) formed a mold around the dinosaur body, preserving the imprint.  The only reason 
we know so much about the dinosaurs and other extinct large animals is because their remains have 
been preserved as fossils. Usually the bodies of dead animals decay completely but occasionally they 
become buried in ways that stop the decay and over time these remains may turn into fossils. The very 
first dinosaur fossils were named in 1824 as the teeth and bones of a Megalosaurus.  A megalosaurus was 
a large meat eating dinosaur that lived 200 million years ago. It was 3 metres tall and 9 metres long. 



Activity 3 / three / Pasta Dinosaurs
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This simple activity resulted in some amazing dino dioramas! We made a fine 
brachiosaurus and a fearsome T - Rex with our pasta shapes! 
If your knowledge of dinosaur skeletons isn’t too good it’s a good idea to check out a 
few on-line before you start.  There are lots of sites that will give you fantastic 
inspiration, just a quick search of Google Images will bring up a great selection for you 
to choose from.

Our Dino Age Journey Paleontology game teaches kids all about our planet’s 
prehistoric past. Jump into the boots of a paleontologist and learn about the 
beasts of the past whilst practicing mathematics and learning about 
archaeological tools.  Perfect for kids age 5 + and their families!

RRP $20 / £18.00 exclusively on the OjO website

You will need:

A selection of pasta shapes, we used spaghetti, 
macaroni, penne, rigati and conchiglie
Liquid glue
Thin card (paper will do but it is a little flimsy to 
support the pasta shells)
Pencil and or felt tips / crayons

How to play!

1. Pick your dinosaur

2. Select the best pasta shapes to make your skeleton 

3. Lay the pasta pieces in the card and experiment to 
fine out what is work most e�ectively

4. When you are happy with your design  carefully 
take the pieces o� one at a time and glue them in 
place

5. One the pieces are dry you can add some 
illustrations if you wish. We chose to do one with 
some extras and one we left just as a skeleton!

TIME 
MACHINE


